Genome-wide similarity search for transcription factors and their binding sites in a metal-reducing prokaryote Geobacter sulfurreducens.
The knowledge obtained from understanding individual elements involved in gene regulation is important for reconstructing gene regulatory networks, a key for understanding cellular behavior. To study gene regulatory interactions in a model microorganism, Geobacter sulfurreducens, which participates in metal reduction and energy harvesting, we investigated the presence of 59 known Escherichia coli transcription factors and predicted transcription regulatory sites in its genome. The supplementary material, available at http://www.geobacter.org/research/genomescan/, provides the results of similarity comparisons that identified regulatory proteins of G. sulfurreducens and the genome locations of the predicted regulatory sites, including the list of putative regulatory elements in the upstream regions of every predicted operon and singleton open reading frame. Regulatory sequence elements, predicted using genome similarity searches to matrices of established transcription regulatory elements from E. coli, provide an initial insight into regulation of genes and operons in G. sulfurreducens. The predicted regulatory elements were predominantly located in the upstream regions of operons and singleton open reading frames. The validity of the predictions was examined using a permutation approach. Sequence similarity searches indicate that E. coli transcription factors ArgR, CytR, DeoR, FlhCD (both FlhC and FlhD subunits), FruR, GalR, GlpR, H-NS, LacI, MetJ, PurR, TrpR, and Tus are likely missing from G. sulfurreducens. Phylogenetic analysis suggests that one HU subunit is present in G. sulfurreducens as compared to two subunits in E. coli, while each of the two E. coli IHF subunits, HimA and HimD, have two homologs in G. sulfurreducens. The closest homolog of E. coli RpoE in G. sulfurreducens may be more similar to FecI than to RpoE. These findings represent the first step in the understanding of the regulatory relationships in G. sulfurreducens on the genome scale.